
ABSTRACT
Human beings are mainly composed of different cells / tissues / organs which carry out  various physiological roles  
representing  a complex functional  system. Now a days, it is difficult to predict the interactions between organs, 
including cells or tissues using in vitro cell culture approaches, as a result, animal tests should be conducted, 
pertaining to predict pharmacokinetics. So, major challenges as given through implantable technologies except 
the biomedical arena, showed some ignorance in mid-1990s. Few scientists  have claimed some benefits about 
the usage of these medical-related technologies to patients, who have suffer from curable diseases or illnesses. 
Even today, scientists  argue that this technology can be dangerous for the society at large, if applied incorrectly. 
Now, chip based technology has taken over the last few years. Various uses of microchips are applied especially 
in the field of medicine and human health care as well. The major benefits for this technology are reduced costs, 
low sample volumes, ease of use and precise results. This technology is to be used extensively in point-of-care 
diagnostics in less-developed countries. These chip based devices should be applied and are used to observe 
continuous or linked through various pharmacokinetics or immuno biological processes such as absorption, 
distribution, excretion, metabolism of various drug administration routes. Microchip technologies have all been 
expanded very rapidly and  are coupled with various types of detection techniques which may be suitable especially 
for high-throughput screening including detection and mechanistic study of drugs. In this review article, we have 
discussed  the importance and need of microchip technology for potential future development in the field of health 
care and diagnostics.
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INTRODUCTION

In spite of various new drug discoveries are reported 
but a major healthcare problem is still there because 

of non-existence of drugs for many infectious or non-
infectious diseases. In addition, existing drugs are 
available somehow in the market but do not work in 
some patients and showed some side effects of drugs 
as well but considering as one of the leading causes of 
morbidity.  due to this reason, conventional studies were 
applied related to animal models for immunobiological 
research. In contrast, animal experimental based studies, 
raise some ethical issues and require new ways to improve 
drug development but their major drawback is  the time-
consuming process. Now a days, chip based technology is 
a recent contribution pertaining to solving various health 
care problems, especially in  human  systems, (mimicking  
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human physiology with standard cell cultures on plastic 
substrates). Thus  the existence of chips on organs which 
represent human tissues or cells of healthy individuals 
or patients under normal, or pathological conditions like 
those in the human body has been successfully developed  
(Kcomt 2019).

Healthcare is one of the most essential components 
related to human life. Now a days, number of chronic 
illness cases have increased enormously and have  
showed significant effects on modern healthcare 
(Kcomt, 2019). In spite of this, demand for researchers, 
doctors including paramedical staff members (nurses, 
microbiology and biotechnology) is extremely very high. 
In short, each country has its healthcare system, but there 
is some positivity and negativity as well (Borges et al., 
2019). Those countries which are spending a lot of money 
on healthcare  may have their other industrial sectors  
affected, while those countries which are  spending less 
amount of money on the population’s health, suffer 
more, (lehnert et al, 2011; gupta et al., 2018; Borges 
et al., 2019).as a result, this means healthcare can 
contribute more to the society which directly or indirectly  
is influencing human health. In short, healthcare 
arena is one of the most diversifying areas regarding 
preventive and personalized medicine (guan, 2019). The 
measurement of health status is much more essential and 
advising patients including healthcare professionals on 
the most appropriate preventive, or curative measures 
(Hazarika, 2013; Borges et al., 2019; guan, 2019). 

In spite of this, our ability to evaluate our health status 
is totally hampered regarding complexity including cost, 
size  and number of instrumentations that are required to 
acquire the data, and then analyze it. This type of data is 
much more required that transforms into more actionable 
information (Hazarika, 2013; dikid et al., 2013). The 
major objective behind this technology is to improve 
its efficacy and morbidity using microchips where 
device manufacturers incorporate various technological 
advancements into medical implants. recently, microchip 
based technology represents one of the new types of 
technological investmnents which is capable of drug 
release (on demand basis) over a long period, (Haitao et 
al, 2019; Kmiec et al., 2019). 

The chip based technology has  showed  great potential 
and is more transformative related to modern healthcare 
systems. as per the literature, human studies involving 
microchips (e.g. dialysis) have been used and  can be 
used in treating several  other diseases such as diabetes 
and hypertension (Santini et al., 2000; Sharma et al., 
2006; rajgor et al., 2011; Haitao et al, 2019; Kmiec et 
al., 2019). In addition, microchips involvement  is also 
seen to create artificial type of glands. The major role of 
hormonal regulation within the body which is directly 
associated with dysfunctional glands which helped  in 
both controlling current disease state disorders and 
preventing them  via other hormonal prompted disorders 
(rajgor et al., 2011; Haitao et al, 2019; Kmiec et al., 
2019). 

The major challenge for biotechnological and 
pharmaceutical companies is regarding the testing of 
samples. In general, more than 92 percent of drugs 
undergo animal testing i.e. preclinical tests which is 
mandatory and required information but fail them to 
enter into the market (akhtar, 2015). In an effort to reduce 
the budget cost, industries or institutes mostly relies 
on in vitro cell cultures and cell-based assays which is 
applied especially in biomedical research, pharmaceutical 
development and toxicity testing. In other words, in vitro 
cell culture is one of the most essential component of cell 
biology but its technology in advancement level may be 
declined as compared with the fields of genomics and 
proteomics and also through high-throughput testing 
of biochemical (Hartung, 2000; coecke et al., 2005; 
akhtar, 2015). 

Scientists have developed some alternative methods 
regarding testing of animals pertaining to improve 
the assay validity and throughput capability is called 
organ-on-a-chip technology (3d human living cell 
cultures that are cultivated in a dynamic microchip 
environment under controlled condition that maintain 
human tissue functionality or mimic organ dysfunction). 
So, these disease-specific human cell types can be used 
to establish individual micro tissues with physiologic 
cellular behaviour, organ-on-a-chip technology can also 
be used for in vitro disease modelling (Hartung, 2000; 
coecke et al., 2005; akhtar, 2015). In this regard, device 
manufacturers incorporate some chemicals or drugs in 
microchips (solid silicon based) especially seen in medical 
implants (Haitao et al, 2019; Kmiec et al., 2019).

The designing of microchip is very simple and easy to 
manufacture but substrate contains multiple type of 
reservoirs which is capable of holding many chemicals 
in the form of solid, liquid, or gel form (Haitao et al, 
2019; Kmiec et al., 2019). overall, thus microchip is 
biocompatible and easy to implant in the human body. 
Each reservoir is mainly capped with a conductive 
membrane (i.e. gold) and wired with final circuit 
system which is controlled through microprocessor. In 
microchips, gold is used as standard membrane filter 
model because of its low reactivity with other substances, 
and also resists spontaneous corrosion in most of the 
solutions over the entire pH range. In addition, gold 
is considered as biocompatible material and presence 
of a small amount of chloride ion creates an electric 
potential region which favors the formation of soluble 
gold chloride complexes. In other words, this microchip 
may be considered as first device of its kind which 
enables the storage of compounds (one or more) inside 
the microchip in any form along with compound release 
on demanding basis, and with no moving parts (Haitao 
et al, 2019; Kmiec et al., 2019).

Background: History of microchips: is one of the most 
important parts of computer technology today and 
considered as a unit of packaged computer circuitry 
(also called as integrated circuit). This microchip is 
manufactured from one of the materials i.e. silicon at 
a very small scale.The process of creating a microchip 
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only begins with a type of sand called silica sand, which 
consists of silicon dioxide. In short, silicon may be the 
best candidate material for manufacturing process of 
semiconductor and always remain pure before used 
during manufacturing (Haitao et al, 2019; Kmiec et al., 
2019).

Introduction of first microchip in the year 1950s, but •	
its size is much smaller as compared to fingernail 
and its cost so less than a dollar
History of microchips started in the early 1950’s •	
when geoffrey W. a. dummer introduced type of 
software called them as microchips (immeasurable 
amounts of information and carry out various tasks, 
like today with I pods, computers, etc.). 
after 1958, researchers started making all sorts of •	
sizes for microchip. 
In 1961, first commercially chips are available •	
from Fairchild Semiconductor Incorporation. So, 
computers began to be made with microchips instead 
of individual transistors and their accompanying 
parts. 
In 1967, Jack Kilby invented the calculator (using •	
microchips) and also won many awards including 
patents as well. 
robert Noyce filed and published several patents and •	
founded the company Intel, person is responsible for 
this invention i.e. microprocessor in 1968.
In 1974, roland Moreno from France who •	
patented this technology called as smart cards or 
integrated circuit cards or embedded chip-on-a-card 
technology. This technology should easily identify 
the cardholder. 
In 1998, first demonstration of microchip implantation •	
was achieved by professor Kevin Warwick in case of 
human for identification and tracking purposes.

chips are usually made in fabrication plants, multibillion-
dollar investment and these are called as fabs. So, these 

fabs ultimately melt and refine sand to produce silicon 
ingots (99.9999% pure single-crystal). In addition, these 
saws slice the ingots and converted them into wafers 
(thick as a dime and several inches in diameter). Finally, 
wafers are cleaned and polished, and each one is used 
to build multiple chips (chien et al., 2007; Morrison 
and Martin, 2007; Wu et al., 2015). overall, all major 
steps are done especially in a clean rooms environment 
where precautions are taken pertaining to prevent 
contamination e.g. dust and other foreign substances. In 
addition, strategies are proposed with respect to human 
healthcare as shown in Table 1 (chien et al., 2007; 
Morrison and Martin, 2007; Wu et al., 2015).

Traditional methods for the fabrication of microchips:
photoresist- wafer, silicon dioxide, non-conducting •	
layer is deposited on the surface and covered with 
photosensitive material called as photoresist. When 
photoresist is exposed with ultraviolet light which 
ultimately hardens that particular area exposed to 
the light (Faria-Briceno et al, 2019). 
photolithography- Hardened process of photoresist •	
called as photolithography, using different masks, 
followed by more etching and doping and repeated 
hundred times for the same chip and then finally 
converted into a more complex type of integrated 
circuit at each step (Basara et al., 2019). 
Each chip on the wafer is tested for correct •	
performance, and then separated from other chips on 
the wafer by a saw. In view of this, good chips are 
placed in supporting packages that allow them to be 
plugged into circuit boards and bad chips are marked 
and discarded. In short, micro fabrication techniques 
(Heikkinen et al., 2019; Sen et al., 2019) have been 
contributed immensely to molecular technology, 
cell biology and medicine. The fabrication of 
a controlled drug delivery vehicle concerning 
architecture, topography, and functionality results 
in high predictability of in vitro and in vivo. So, 
these microchips represent as one of the most 
advanced fabricated well-developed technology and 
capable of releasing the drug over a longer period. 
The first microchip was developed in the year 1999 
and this technology should be achieved already in 
vitro and in vivo with selected therapeutic agent 
along with regular pulses of drug expulsion into the 
experimental system (Haitao et al, 2019; Kmiec et 
al., 2019). Most of the therapies given to the patient 
which requires that particular type of drug should 
be repeatedly administered or in specific amounts 
at a time to maximize drug effectiveness (Haitao 
et al, 2019; Kmiec et al., 2019). However, various 
applications are applied in various, or different fields 
of medicine as shown below-
This microchip based technique is applied in cancer •	
therapy, especially for measuring the concentration 
of proteins within the blood (Hui et al., 2018; yao 
et al., 2019). So doctors monitor the patients’ health 
status especially in chronic diseases. Now a day, 
current methods for testing these blood proteins 
are too expensive and require too much blood to be 
performed regularly. In view of this, micro fluidic 
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S.No. Strategies

1 design products, chip
 based which enable 
 better clinical outcomes
2 This technology is applied 
 in low-income based countries
 pertaining to reduce the 
 program cost and implement 
 its value of engineering to 
 optimize product cost or development.
3 To build innovative ideas 
 or solutions which may 
 deliver high-quality, patient-centric 
 care including improve access 
 pertaining to advance 
 diagnostics for millions of peoples.

Table 1. Strategies for chip based technology and human 
health care
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chip is applied especially in clinical trials, and 
normally does on a single chip and results should 
come within 10 minutes. Similar types of results 
obtained by technician but it takes several hours to 
do this process only single drop of blood. So, this 
microchip based technology should give some hope 
and  can be tried to use in diagnostic purpose. as 
per the literature, first development of microchip 
chip was reported by caltech chemistry professors, 
James Heath and leroy Hood, president and founder 
of the Institute for Systems Biology, in Seattle. 
Finally, Heath and Hood, formed a company called as 
Integrated diagnostics pertaining to commercialize 
the blood chip (Irimia and Wang, 2018).
This microchip based technology is applied in medical •	
sciences, especially by doctors. These microchips are 
directly embedded in the patients body and doctors 
should monitor as well as control the drug release 
into their patients’ body remotely through wireless 
connections, (Farra et al., 2012). one of the examples 
is seen in women where microchip drugs were given 
as hormones for bone strengthening, because  they 
were suffering from osteoporosis and required daily 
injections of these hormones. according to the 
reports, this microchip was removed from the patient 
body after four months (Farra et al., 2012).
collaboration between Bio microelectromechanical •	
Systems (BioMEMS) resource center and 
Massachusetts general Hospital (MgH) cancer 
centre has developed a microchip-based device 
pertaining to isolation, enumeration and analysing 
circulating tumor cells (cTcs; viable cells from solid 
tumors) from a blood sample. In this regard, cTc 
chip is prepared and showing some potential and 
considered them as valuable tool for monitoring as 
well as guiding the cancer treatment process (Haitao 
et al, 2019).
The development of a microchip, especially for •	
tuberculosis (TB) ElISa, is mainly responsible for 
detecting Igg responses against multiple type of 
antigens from plasma samples of active TB (aTB) 
patients in a rapid, and miniaturized detection 
system. This microchip utilizes Mycobacterium 
tuberculosis, surface glycolipid i.e. trehalose 6,6′-
dimycolate (TdM) and two purified proteins, 38 kda 
glycolipoprotein and antigen 85a (ag85a), as 
antigens based on their known immunogenicity and 
their application in TB serodiagnosis (gijs, 2004; Hua 
et al, 2019; Schneider et al., 2019). 
Both companies i.e. Massachusetts Institute of •	
Technology, and case Western reserve University, 
developed microchip which holds measured doses 
of teriparatide (i.e. Forteo), injectable drug and 
is generally used to treat osteoporosis. This drug 
is difficult to administer but daily injections are 
required. In an effort to overcome this problem, 
chip (assembly consists of two chips on the surface 
of a titanium housing that holds the electronics) 
may be implanted in women who are suffering 
from osteoporosis but are healthy. as per the reports 
given by the doctors it  was a surprise,  that drugs 
dispensed through microchips showed more effective 

results as compared to those who had received 
ordinary injections as there was an increase in bone 
mass and mineral density as well but with  no serious 
side effects (gijs, 2004; Hua et al, 2019; Schneider 
et al., 2019). 
one of the approved Fda chips  named as Verichip •	
(now called positive Id i.e. radio-frequency 
identification, rFId) started in the year 2004,  
allowed the physicians to easily access their patients, 
especially  their health records. The size of the chip 
is equivalent to the size of a rice grain  and actually 
can be  implanted in the patient’s arm. Instead, it 
contained a unique 16-digit identification number 
that would appear when the chip was scanned. 
With the help of microchip identification number, 
medical staff could easily access the patient’s health 
records, (gijs, 2004; Hua et al, 2019; Schneider et 
al., 2019). 
This chip technology is applied in diagnosis of •	
various infectious diseases, especially detection 
of disease microorganisms (causing malaria, 
tuberculosis, diarrhoea, pertussis, and dengue); 
enteric infections (Escherichia coli o157:H7, 
Shigella dysenteriae, Salmonella, and Shiga Toxin-
producing Escherichia coli). These organisms can be 
detected from a small amount of fecal sample on a 
microchip. In addition, microchips, awarded aapS 
drug delivery Technology award in the year 2008 
for outstanding research in osteoporosis (gijs, 2004; 
Hua et al, 2019; Schneider et al., 2019).

CONCLUSION

In medical science, chip based technology should 
transform or  help  conversion from unsustainable type 
of healthcare systems into more sustainable ones, which 
may equalize the relationship  of  medical professionals, 
doctors, scientists and patients. as this technology may 
provide cheaper, quicker and more effective means 
against various diseases it may help us win the battle 
for us against various dreadful pathogens. In short, 
microchip based technology is helpful in diagnosis 
as well as the screening of diseases, and also can be 
applied to other applications related to human health as 
well. apart from these, this technology has played an 
important role in areas of drug discovery and delivery 
with respect to synthesis, screening of pure compounds, 
undergoing preclinical testing in vitro and in vivo. recent   
developments and applications of microchip based 
devices have established fool proof  research methods for 
analysing the effects of drugs at  different time intervals 
as well. The ability of these microchips should be further 
used at the micro or nano level, which can be applied 
in  high precision drug research including toxicity  and 
pharmacokinetics. 
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